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THE FACTS OF NUTRITION 

Ihe Magic Cell 

In Part II of our vjork titled Pre-Exietenae of Man, we have shown that the 
beginning and the develcpnent of the human body result from cells viiich sfe 
composed of atoms and not of food. 

In fact, in the woric of the cells, we come into contact with Cosmic Con¬ 
sciousness, but the doctors fail to realize it. And it further appears that 
Cosmic Consciousness is a qmlity which is inherent in the ions, eiectrons, atoms 
and molecules of which the cells are composed. 

Magic is a term of Occult Science, It is the art of activating the power of 
the Creative Principle of the Iftiiverse. 

Magic is a word well applied to the production and maintenance of ^bn. The 
process is so strange and so foreign to anything modem science teaxdies, that 
it will be many years yet before the process will be recognized and recorded in 
the text-books—if ever. 

For to recognize publicly the actual facts as to the production and main¬ 
tenance of Man would explode every medical theory, as the theories of medical art 
are based on erroneous assumptions and not on actual facts. 

In the wor^ of the Creative Process appears all the magic and mystery that 
oan be attributed only to Spiritxal Forces-, and physical science declares that 
such forces do not exist. 

Vfe will agree with that too; but we cannot discount the fact that there are 
forces at work in the Universe which physical science cannot disregard, but vdiich 
it refuses to recognize. In its attempt to disregard them, it invents such pre¬ 
posterous theories as those appertaining to the animation of the body, that Life 
is the expression of a series of chemical changes (Osier). 

Vfe sheQ.1 observe one simple operation of the Creative Principle. It is well 
known that water is formed of invisible atoms. By merely lowering the temperature, 
invisible vapor becomes water, and a still lower temperature causes the vater to 
change to ice. Then the ice changes bacdc to invisible vapor by simply racing the 
temperature, which increases the vibrations of the atoms and they b^oie invisible 
to us. 

That is the regular operation of the Creative Process, not only in one case, 
but in all cases, frcan the producticxi of ice to the production of man. 

It just takes more tune to make man of invisible elements and return him to 
invisible elemvents, and yet that process is occurring constantly. But vhen nan 
returns to invisible elements, that does not mean the end of life, nor the end of 
man, as we have shown in Pre-Exietenoe of Man. 

Living things appear to reproduce theneelves. That is an illusion. The 
same nay be said of water and ice. It is the work of the Creative Principle, 
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guided by Infinite Intelligence which inheres in the elements of Creation. 

As to man, tte cr^tive process appears to be aoccnplished by the woric of 
I^rent Cell, in which the Element of Existence seems to begin its wor^c. 

Here is the point vhere modem science gets lost. According to Beman, the 
Creative Process seems to work like this: 

’•Our chemical factory ccaisists of cells, nanufacturing special substances 
that act upon the other cells of the body, and so start and determine the 
less processes that we call life, life, body and soul emerge fron the activity 
of the negic ooze of their silent chemistry.'* The absurdity of that assertion 
appears by simply asking—"Which came first, the cells of the chemical factory, 
cjT the substances which they make?" 

Berman's fectory consists of cells, but he <teems it unijipartant to e;5q)lain 
v^ere, when, or hew he gets them. That is a common example of vdiat is termed 
science. It is tragic vdien we consider the calamitous results arising frem 
such "scientific" nonsense. 

According to the "childi^ jiiysioo-chemical conceptions" of science, as 
Carrel termed them, the living or^mism is the product of food and is sustained 
by food. In the light of recent discoveries, this "science" of the 19th century 
"must be abandoned," continued Carrel. 

Food Does Not PrcxJuce The Body 

Biologists shew that the or^nism is not the produu3t of food, nor is it 
sustained by food. 

Food and drink are required only as the ocoasicxi and condition that bring 
into action the vital processes that manufacture, fron invisible stibstanoe, the 
atomic products that build, sustain, repair, and vitalize the or^nism. That is 
1he reason why medical art knows nothing about "vital energy" and the process of 
nutrition within the organism. 

Nothing can sustain -ihat wliich it cannot produce. If the living or^nism 
is not the product of food and drink, it is not sustained by these. 

Sadly do scientists miss the nark when they seek for the sustaining power 
of Life and Health in things beneath them. Food and drink are only the occasion 
and condition for the operation of the Productive Process. But their sustaining 
and vitalizing power is a fiction of medical minds. 

Edison had a plant that condensed nitrates fron the air. They were sacked 
and sold to farmers for fertilizer. We put seme lead in a pot oti a hot stove, 
and in time lhe metal boiled away and vanished. What had been heavy lead was new 
invisible gas floating in the air. 

The body is cemposed of trillions of cells. Each cell, according to science, 
cones from the original Parent Cell; but in The Pre-Exietenoe of Man^ we have 
shown that this is erreneous. 

As the Transformative Principle produces water, ice and metal from invisible 
gases, in like manner it produces the Prinary Cell and all the cells that follow. 
All qualities of the Productive Principle pass to the Prinary Cell and all the 
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foUcMing cells, in character if not in degree. 

The Primaiy Cell and all the cells that follow are conposed of atoms so 
small that 900,000 of then could set side by side on a pin point. 

A cubic milLuneter of human blood ccsotains about five million red 
corpuscles. A molecule of the corpuscle contains more than 100 atoms; and 
molecules are so small that they are too tiny to reflect visible li^t. Hence 
they mist be forever invisible to us. 

If the molecules in a thiirbleful of water were each nagnified to the size 
of an orange, they wmld cover the entire Uhited States with a layer of oranges 
1,000 feet deep. 

The 100 or more atoms in each of these tiny molecules are globular systems 
in vhich electrons, protcMis, neutrons, etc., revolve with li^tning speed 
around their conmon center of attraction, liJoe the planets and the sun of our 
solar system. 

Ihe humEin body is a mass of trillions of cells. Each cell is a mass of 
millions of atans, each of vhich is a globular systen with ’planets" whirling 
with tranendous speed. 

What use, asks the biologist, has sxjch a system for food and drink? What 
use has the solar system for food and drink? We have on file a record of 
cases of persons who have gone without food from forty c^ys to forty years. 

As the cells of "HTe bodSy all come from the Primary Cell, they inherit all 
the quaLLities of that cell which it inherits fixm the Productive Principle, 
including Intelligence. So man’s In-telligence cones thru his cells, direct 
from the Prinaty Source, Hiis Infinite Intelligence is limited in nan because 
of his limited capacity to receive and exhibit it. 

The reason vhy most men shew so little intelligent is due to the fact tJat 
the process of training and educating is ctesigned to fill 1he mind with false 
theories that drive out all the Natural Intelligence, 

As we trace upward in the scale of living things, frem the unicellular 
organism, the phenonenon of development appears. The one-oelled amoeba comes 
into being from a previous amoeba, and not from food and drink. 

In the hi^ner oc^g^nisras, each Being begins as a single cell and develops 
by cell division. Food and drink are not the developing agents. 

The cells come from the division of preceding cells, and all athere to one 
differentiated cennunity that ultimately forms the coiplex but co-ordinated 
\hole, the hunan body. 

The details of cell construction and division are a longer story than is 
necessary for our purpose. The two points involved here are— 

1. The original cell, vhich begins the foxnation of man, exhibits that 
uncanny Intelligence which is inherent in the atom, and 

2. That cell does not cone from food, and does not depend c»i food. 

As the law does not change, the rest of the cells do not cone from food 
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and do not depend on food for their maintenanoe. Yet it seems that they do, 
just as the sun seems to rise« It is all an illusion. 

The IVoductive Process never changes. It does not start in one direc±ion, 
then change to another. As the or^nism begins as a cell and develops by 
reason of cell division, so the vhole bo(!^, only a nass of cells, is maintaimd 
during its existoiee ty the same process. 

The Primary Cell that begins the fomatijon of man, appears to result from 
the union of the nale and female germ cells. That union appears to constitute 
the occasion and condition that bring the Productive Principle into action to 
bring into being the Ifegic Cell that begins the existence of nan. 

This primary beginning is very nysterious and little understood. On this 
point Carver writes; 

"The gemdnal elements separate into their particles, and the general 
cytoplasm of the ovum, as it is called, begins to be or^nized with relation tx* 
vhat are new called the male pronucleus and the fenale pro-nucleus, and as this 
arrangement occurs, the gsmetes or pro-nuclei travel toward each other. As 
they cone near to each other, certain elements of each stand out separately, 
and, coming nearer, these separate, individial particles merge and fuse, as it 
were, into each other, producing a clear field in vhich nothing appears. 
Finally, after a peri^ a£ seeming (juiescence, granulation occurs at the point 
between the places occupied by the gametes when they disappeared from si^t. 

"The granulated point is the beginning of the new person, and is called 
the Zygote or pre-embryo, the production of vhich conpletes the period of 
impregnation" (Psycho-Bio-Riysiology), 

The male and female gametes meet and fuse; they disappear from si^t, 
leaving a clear field in ihich nothing is discemable, "1^ to that mcment," 
says Carver, "Their life-history and conduct present nothing different from 
that of the lymph corpusoles." 

But after that, all is changed. The granules that coie into being in the 
clear field conmESice to act according to the law of a "new vitality," continues 
Carver, "and in such nanner as to produce a new or^niam, conpoeed primarily 
of the material brou^t frera the parents of the gametes." 

■Rie Prinary Cell appears as a tiny speck of tran^arent, structureless 
colloidal bioplasm. In this minute globule, a nysterious force, vhich appears 
to cone fran noiheie and which may be called Creative Intelligence, begins to 
perform peculiar work. 

No eye can see the worker. No science has defined it. If e»mdned imder 
a microscope, nothing can be seen but the clear globule, vhich exhibits changes 
so fast, and yet so steady and purposeful in their sucoession, that they nay 
be compared only with the vsark of an expert modeller upon a lump of soft clay. 

The Silver Cord 

This ddllful paxcess is not the work of what science calls "blind 
ener^." It is the creative process of the mysterious Silver Cord <tescribed by 
us in 'Pre-Existence of Man, Part II. 
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As with an invisible trowel, the globule is divided and subdivided into 
analler particles, until it is reduced to an aggre^tion of specks small 
encugh to build the finest fabric of the nascent oz^gpnism. 

It is then as if an invisible finger traced out the outliive for the brain 
and spinal cord and proceeded to mold the contour of the bocfy, fashioning flank 
and limb in due proportions so artistically that, after watching the work pro¬ 
ceed hour by hour, one is possessed of the notion that seme stronger aid to 
vision than an achromatic, would reveal the hidden artist with his blue-print 
before him striving with skillful nonipulations to conplete his task. 

The invisible wetter is the Silver Cord, the hidden artist, a stream of 
invisible electricity, the qualities and properties of which iihere in every 
part, particle, and electron in the Universe. 

Keep these facts in ndnd as we proceed to describe the work performed by 
the cells, canposed of atoms, which contain miniature solar systems that know 
vdat to do and how to do it. 

Cosmic Radiation is a new term applied to hi^ily penetrating forces 
travelling thru space at terrific speed and enanating from distant sources, 
As we have explained in Pre-Exietenoe of Mon., it is the most penetrating ferm 
of radiation known. 

The rays are exceedingly rapid, charged with particles of electrons, pro¬ 
tons, positrons, etc., which Dr. Millikan called the 1>irth cries of atoms," 

This appears as the Transformative Principle in action. Men mention 
Creation as the beginning. There is no beginning. What we see and oaU 
Creation has always been in force and will always be. And vdiat we see is only 
the visible presentation of Invisible Duplioatss. In other words, vhat becomes 
visible must first exist in an invisible state. 

Science recogniaes and studies only the visible side of cosmic phenomena. 
The visible world and the visible man are merely the visible patterns of 
Invisible DupHoates, vhidi exist as Four Prinal Seed Atoms, as we have explained 
in Pre-Bxiatenoe of Mon, 

Mm was not created as the church teaches. He has existed always. We said 
the Prinary Cell that begins the formation of nan is the result of the rale and 
female germinal elements. That IMit apjpjears to constitute the Magic Cell which 
starts the formation of men. 

VJhen the gametes meirged and fused, they seemed to disappear, leawing a clear 
field in vhich nothing ap5)eared. Then, after a period of seeming quiescence, 
granulation began at the point between the places occupied by the gametes vdien 
they disappeared. 

This granulated point in the beginning of the new pjerson, and this point is 
the Four Seed Atans carried ly the Silver Cord. That is the Uhit which con¬ 
stitutes the Magic Cell, the beginning of visible nan. 

The worker is Cosmic Radiation in the form of the Silver Cord. The blue¬ 
print before the worter is Pre-Existent Man, mentioned in the Bible as a 
building not nade with hands, eterral in the heavens (1 Cor. 15:44; 2. Cor. 5:1). 

Ehysical nan is the visible replica of his Invisible Form which has existed 
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always, and whl<di canes into visible existence viien the prqper conditions are 
sv^plied. 

For instarce, clear li^t contains all the colors of the rainbcw; but the 
colors db not beeojne visible until certain conditions are supplied. 

Invisible gases oonbine and appear as visible water under certain con¬ 
ditions. These ^ses also conibine and appear as the Visible Man under certain 
conditions. That is ’Eransfortration, erroneously called Creation. 

Visible things must first exist in an invisible state, ’pieir appearance _ 
in the visible world depends on the occasicsi and ccndition vhich set into action 
the Process of Transfomation. 

Thousands of years ago the Ancient Masters tau^t these things, but their 
literature has been destroyed by despots who know that ignranant people nake 
peaceful slaves. 

Ihracelsus posited the theory of Cosmic Archetypes four hundred years ago, 
and this caused him to be driven from country to country by medical art and 
the church combined and was denounced as a fraud. 

Prof. lakhovsky* recently presented the same theo^ in nore s^enrtifio 
terms, which brou^t Plato’s philosophy into harmony with scientific facts. 
His book is so revolutionary that it had a hard time to get into this country 
over the combined opposition of the church cind medical art. 

If we reject the postulate of man’s pre-existence, as tat^t by the 
Ancient lister®, we must, to be consistent, achiit his extinction at somatic 
death as asserted by nodern science. For Solar Man cannot be eternal on one 
side and not be on the other. 

Infinite Intelligence appears in the work of every cell, from the Prdroa^ 
Cell on thro the entire existence of the or^mism. By their inherent Intelli¬ 
gence, the cells know spontaneously the functions they are to perfcam in the 
construction and maintenance pf the bocty. For that purpose, they are made. 

Production is a process of division and subdivisim from the Cosmic Circle 
down to infinixude. The law never changes. By dividing and subdividing the 
Cosmic Circle, out of its invisible essence all visible things appear, as if 
by magic. This paroductive process extends to infinitude in the thiverse, down 
to the Primary Cell that builds the bocfy. 

ia<h body cell is a Circle, and each cell contains witl^ itself the full 
potency of Productive Powers, as we shciU see in the following illvistration. 

If we cultivate ephithelial cells for a period of several months, entirely 
separate fran the animal to vhixh they belong, the cells autonatioally arrange 
themselves in a mosaic, exactly as though to protect a surface. Yet the sur¬ 
face they would protect is not there. But they carry out their purpose as 
thou^ it were there. 

The innate intelligence of the part the Cells play in the vdiole is a mode 
of being of all the elements of the Bo<!^. These elements know their work and 
can receive no aid from hunan hands. 
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Cells nay be isolated, but they still possess the Productive Intelligence 
and Fewer of reproducing without ajqoarent external direction or purpose, tte 
structures characterizing each organism. 

For instance, if s<^ red blood corpuscles, impelled by gravity, flow ftxxn 
a drop of blood placed in liquid plasma and form a tiny stream, in a mysterious 
manner banks are soon built up; and these banlcs of cells just as mysteriously 
cover themselves with filaments of fibrin, farming a tube around the stream, 
thru vhich the corpuscles flow just as in a blood vessel, without the aid of a 
heart to "pump" them thru. 

The medical theory of the heart's being a punp is just as preposterous as 
are all the other medical theories. 

Next, in the same manner, the vdiite blood-ccscpuscles appear, as if from 
ncxdiere. They adhere to the surface of the tube and surround it with their 
undulating menibrane of cells. 

The tube now assumes the form of a capillary blood vessel enveloped in a 
layer of ccntractile cells. It is the contraction and expansion of t^ cells, 
not the alleged punping of the heart, that propels the blood on j.ts vjay. Thxos 
isolated, the red and ihite blood corp\iscles construct out of cells a segment 
of the circulatory system, althou^ there is no heart and no tissues to be 
irri^ted. 

More surprising, the bocty cells seem to understand ni^nerology, geometry, 
physiology and biolo^ and act concertedly for the interest of the vhole. The 
spxjitanecus tendency toward the formation of the organs by their constitutive 
cells, in a ptrimary datum of observaticn—but "medical science" carmiot even 
attend to erffer any explanation of it. 

Thus the body, from the Primary Cell on, is built by teohniejues and is 
oJirected ty Intelligawn that is entirely foreign to the best meoiical minds. 
It is absolutely not a process of blind physioo-chemistry, as tau^t by "medical 
science." 

Fcr instanoa, an or^n of the tody is not maoJe cf visible, extraneous 
material, as is a house. It is made of invisible s\ibstar>ce. Nosf is it a 
cellular construction, a mere assemblage of cells; and yet, in a way, it is. 
For it is cxanpojsed of cells, as a house is oxmipcned of bricdcs, but with this 
strange difference: The organ is born of and developed from one cell, a Primary 
Cell, as thou^ a house ojriginated frem one brick—a magi<dc brick tfat would 
immediately begin to make more bricks and do it without visible tox>ls or 
visible material. 

These bricks would cone into being as if by magic and, without waiting 
for the architeort's plarv or the appearance of workers, would panoeed to arrange 
themselves in regular order, as if by magic, and form the structure according 
to a definite plan. Stranger still, they would also metamorphcee into window- 
glass, roofing-tile, casing boards, plaster, fuel for heating, water for kitchen 
and bathroom, etc. 

This dumbfounding "work no man will ever understand, It cannot be ex¬ 
plained. It is the mystery of the Great Intelligence. 

As invisible atoms of dynamic force, the silver corc^ seemdngly from out of 
nowhere, appears vhen and where needed, and the organs begin to develop in the 
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embryo by a magic process such as that attributed to fairies in tales told 
children. 

Tnjth is stranger than fiction, especially in this wsrld of organized 
fraud and ignorance, where a Teacher of Truth is considered a dangerous person, 
because knowledge based on Tru13^ sets Mil free froti bis enslavere (Jn* 8:32). 

It sbcxild not be thou^t strange that the silver cord seen© to appe^ out 
of nothing, when we know that all the colors of the rainbow just as seendn^y 
appear out of nothing, being contained in the clear li^t surrounding the earth. 

In that apparently clear light is contained all -^ngs that appear visible 
on earth. Simply supply the proper occasion and ccxidition, and the forms 
appear on the visible plane. 

From the Prinary Cell conposed of invisible atcms, and out of invisible 
substance contained in the clear li^t surrounctuig the earth, the body and its 
or^ns are ptroduced by cells endowed with Infinite Intelligence. 

It is astounding to observe that the cells ^ their work, prove that they 
possess a prevision of the future structure and its purpose, and they synthetize 
frcrn the atomic substance that appears to be contained in the plasma, not only 
the building naterial, but also the builders. 

The Eternal Elements of Universal Production are endowed with the proper¬ 
ties of prevision and provision. They knew the end from the beginning and the 
beginning from the end. These Elements proceed in an orderly cycle that has 
extended throughout all eterni*^. They know their purpose and their work. For 
they have always done it and will always do it as they are doing it new, 
eternally and forever. 

As if by nagic, the Primary Cell, by the productive process of division 
and subdivision, begins immediately to form more cells, without visible tools, 
without visible naterial, without food or drink. The additional cells appe^ 
out of nowhere as if by mgic, and build the structure of the infant according 
to the eternal pattern that had no beginning. The cells also metamorphose into 
nails for fingers and toes, into hair for Ihe head, eyebrows and eyelashes, into 
nerves and brain, into fluids far irrigation, into bones for the rigid frame¬ 
work, etc. 

The irolecules, at cm© and electrons of which substance is conposed are the 
Elenents in different rates of vibration. They possess Infinite Intelligence 
direct from the Cosmic Source and know what to do and how to do it. They know 
vdiere and how to unite and operate to form a leaf, a flower, a beast, a man. 
They need no doctor nor scientist to sha^ them anything, and they perform their 
work properly and perfectly when not obstructed by the unnatural tactics and 
substancies of the physicians, vho claim they are aiding Nature in a task about 
vhich they knew almost nothing at all. 

The solarical forces are the Aninating Principle. They interpenetrate all 
substance and, acting perpetually upon it, clause different rates of vibration 
in its different densities. The more subtle the si±>stanc3e, the less is the 
resistarce to these forces and the hi^ier the rate of vibration and the re¬ 
sulting consciousness. 
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IHE Mm OF NUTRinCN 

In an ancient propf^e^ of the Magi, it is fciretold tiiat ’*Man shall be 
blessed (in Ihe regeneration—Mat. 19:28), no Ican^eo* needing food," 

The modem scientific thecMry of bo<ty nouri^Bnent is a Jtiyth, 

*pie favorite abstraction of science, that the bo<fy cell is "a drop of 
gelatin surrounded by a semi-penneable menijrane,” is an illusion. 

"CXir ignorance (of the bo^'s constitution and function) is profound,” 
wrote Dr. Carrel (Afan, The UrihuMtit p. 4). 

The modem wrld has no science of nan. What passes as sncn is gross 
speculation. 

The billions of cells forming the body are tiny suns and stars ^ composed of 
the same cosmic substance and gpvemed by the same cosmic law. 

A dmplet of water farms a tiny microcosm containing, in a state of ex¬ 
treme dilution, a great varied of cosmic chemical elements. The bodj' cell is 
practically a duplicate of a droplet of water, but raised to the hign plane of 
divine animation. 

Science shows that the cell is constituted of molecules, corposed of atoms 
which are conposed of electrons, and electrons are said to be whirling centers 
of forass, endcwed with etemalism. If that be true, as electrons eat no food, 
vhy should man? 

The Primary Cell, not food, begins the building of the form of nan. His 
bo^ and or^ns are not built of food, but of cells produced by the divisicn 
and subdivision of the trillions of cells that all ccme from that one Primary 
Cell. By the division of the pre-existing cells into two equal parts, the cells 
increase in number, and every part possesses similar properties. 

Each cell has a definite life-history. It develops, performs its allotted 
woric, and ceases to exist (1) either by dividing to form two new cells, or 
(2) by disintegrating and leaving the body as waste, being eliminated as gases 
and fluids. The cell-waste never leaves the body thru the bowels as feces. 

The process of cell division is rapid in growing children, to supply the 
cells necessaory to enable the organism to develop. Growth sto^ at naturity 
because the process of cell divisicn decreases. 

Then ccmes the time when the effects of bad environment and bad habits 
sooier or later begin to appear, and decay sets in, with somatic dissolution as 
the end of the body. 

Physical science says that is the end of man. He is only a material fotm; 
and when the form ceases its function, his end has cone. 

If the cells depend cn food and drinlc, as pl^ioal science claims, man 
should continue to grow and live as Icng as he had sufficient food and drink. 
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The vitality of the organism depends not on food and drink, for e:q»riaice 
teaches athletes to go into actiai with eirpty stomachs. 

That fact opened the eyes of Dr. Dewey and prcnpjted him to write: "Fran 
the morning of medical history, the question of how vital energy is si^ported 
in tine of sickness has never been considered, for there has never been any 
dovibt in the medical mind as to that svq^sart ccndng from food (p. 40). 

Hiysiologists find in tests on anwals that feasting is more dangerous 
than fasting. They found that life lengthens when animls are subjected to 
certain periods of fasting. ^ the process of fasting and a frugal diet, they 
kept alive for three years worms that die in three or four wee)«:s vAen well fed. 

Professor HujtLey, son of the elder Huxley, fed a family of earth worms as 
they usvally eat, except one, which he isolated and fed the same way, but 
occasionally fasted it. That worm, alternately fed and fasted, was iLive and 
vigorous after nineteen generations of its relatives had been born, lived 
their regolar time, and died. He sou^t to ejqplain the secret by saying that 
heavy eating clogs the life channels and so hastens death. 

Applying Huxley's rule to man with similar results, instead of his ctying 
at 100 and his friends thinking he had lived long, he would live almost 2,000 
years. But "medical science" regards as fabulous the biblical account that 
Methuselah lived 969 years. 

In his bock, Man The Ut^cnom, Carrel wrote: 

"In primitive life, vhen men viere healthy and lived long, they were sub¬ 
jected to long periods of feisting, Wien want did not compel than to fast, 
they vdlurrtarily deprived themselves of food. All religions have insisted on 

necessity of fasting. Fasting purifies and p«rofoundly modifies and 
improves our tissues (p, 229), 

"Life lengthens if animals are sidsjected to fasting during certain fixed 
periods. Man's longevity could probably be increased by analogous or other 
procedures, (p. 180). 

"life shortens because the bocfy cells are not completely freed of waste 
prodbcts by the bloodstream. If the volume of the bociy fluids were much 
greater, and the elimination of waste products more oonplete, huoan life would 
last longer." <p. 180). 

Ihe answer to these apparent defects is to eat less and drink more. Fre¬ 
quent feeding filis the bocfy with dangerous waste piroduots. Frug^ feeding 
reduces them, and drinking freely helps the body to eliminate them. The fluid 
one drinte should be pure rain water and fruit juices. 

Vte can train ou:^lves to do with less food. Adaptation of aniirals to 
hunger is easily noticeable. The cattle on the Arizona desert live healthy and 
long on far less fcxd than those in lush pastures. 

And, vice versa, we can more easily train ourselves to require more food 
than the bo<fy can use. ^ frequent eating and eating to excess, we <tevBlop 
habit hunger, a bad condition that clogs the body with waste and hastens death. 

In his "Believe It Or Not," Ripley said that Gilman Lowe, wei^t lifter 
and health directc(r, after fasting for three weeks, mounted a scale adjusted to 
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1000 pounds net. The scale was equipped with a steel platfom, a^inst which 
Icwe braced his back. He braced and lifted 1,006 tines in svccession, until 
e^ tine the scale registered half a ton—a total of 1,006,000 pounds, in 34 
ndnutes and 35 seconds (New York--1903). IcMe was Idie holder of 35 world’s 
records for endurance lifting. 

The press of April 3, 1934, contained a picture of August Gearing, age 
60, vho had just finished a 44-day fast. He said, "It’s a grand feeling and a 
^^derful aid to health to fast. I feel better every tine I fast. notto 
is: Tbke an occasional fast; eat to live, and live lohg. Vfe add years to our 
life-span with every fast." 

Jchn W. Armstrong of Icndon reported to lis in 1933 the case of a patient 
vho began to fast under his supervisicm October 31, 1932, and fasted 100 days 
and 6 hoinrs, taking nothing but water. Doctors cculd do nothing for the victim, 
and fasting vas suggested by a Naturist as a lost hope. The nan not only 
regained health, but his face appeared "twenty years younger" wrote Armstrong 
vhen his body was built up after the fast. 

Dr. Carlson and Kunde, IMiversity of Chicago, found that a fast of 15 days 
restored the tissues of a man of 40 to the physiologioal ccndition of those of 
a youth of 17. This fact seems to e}5)lain the biblical statenent, "His flesh 
shall be fresh as a child’s; he shall return to the <feys of his youth (Jc±> 
33:25). And thy youth shall be renewed like the eagle’s." (Ps. 103:5). 

The press in 1931 reported that Mrs. Albert 6. Walker, a noted singer of 
South Africa, fasted lOl days, taking nothing but water. She weighed 232 
pounds vhen the fast began and 169 p>cunds vhen it ended. She went to p)a3:ties, 
carried on her public singing, and was in good health at the end of her fast, 
the report said. 

In his "BeHeve It dr Not," in the press of January 16, 1934, Ripley 
stated that Jekisiel Laib, of Grodno, Poland, fasted six days a week for 30 
years. Each Saturday he ate bread and water. His health was gpcxJ, 

This is proof that dietetic ej^nrts don’t know their subject. It shows 
they are all wrong in their theory that man must eat this for protein, that fcjr 
mineral salts, sonelhing else for vitamins, and so on. In a word, they know 
nothing about diet. 

In his "Believe It Or Not," in the press of January 25, 1938, Ripley 
srated that for t^ years Giovanni Sxicci travelled thru Eur^ giving ex- 
hibiticxis of fasting. His ejhibitions, rigidly controlled, extended for periods 
of 30 to 40 days. During that time, he was in the public eye <^y and night. 
Included vere 80 periods of 30 cbys of fasting, and 20 periods of 40 <fays cf 
fasting--a total of 3200 days without eating, or ei^it years and 280 days with¬ 
out eating in t«i years. 

The press of November 30, 1934, reported the case of a Jain priest. Muni 
Shri Misrilalji, of Bcnbay, vfio fasted for 259 days, taking nothing but water. 
This East Indian Priest ended his fast in the presence of 500 co-reOigionists. 

The press of Octctoer 12, 1948, reported the case of a British girl of 12 
years vJjo fasted for 18 months, taking no&iing but wato?. 

The press of February 6, 1937, quoted Mrs. tfertha Nasch, age 44, of St. 
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Paul, Minnesc3ta, as asserting 13iat for seven years she had eaten nothing and 
affinned her willingness to submit to surveillance to prove her claim. 

Ihe press of May 31, 1948, reported Uie case of a Chinese girl vAio had 
eaten nothing for nine years. 

The case was reported by Dr. T. Y, Gan, of Chun^cing t^micipal Hospital, 
who heard of the girl and went to see her. He said her name was Yang Mel, that 
she was 20 years old, wei^ied about 85 pourxJs, and led a perfectly nomal life, 
except for not eating and driridng very little water. 

She shewed no signs of starvation and appeared no different frran other 
girls. Gan said, *1 found it difficult to believe her story.” 

The girl had no desire for food, and never asked for any. When questioned 
as to why she did not drink more, she said that it nade her feel uncomfortable. 

The press of Li^on, of October 16, 1949, stated that Teresa Neunan, a 
Gennan peasant Rystic, h^ eaten no solid food for 14 years. It was also 
claimed that not a dr^ of liquid has passed her lips for 10 years. And she 
had been without sleep all the time. 

In er article entitled, 'Torty years Without Food,” N. P, Ghose wrote: 

"Garibala Dassi, sister of Babu lairboxar Dey, a practicing pleader of 
Purulia, has been living for the last forty years without taking any food, not 
evOT water, and has been doing her regular housdiold duties with no apparent 
injury to her health. Ifeny respectable persons can testify to the truth of 
this statement.”—India’s Message, January 1932. 

According to the press of May 27, 1937, Sirmati Bala, of Bankura, India, 
a^ 68, had touched no food nor water since she was 12 years old. 

In 1949 we received a report from a lady in Qigland who said ste had dis-^ 
covered hw to grew young. Her secret is to dispense with all food. She has 
lived for years cn lixjuids and takes nothing for two months at a time (dtile 
clinhing mountains for exercise. 

It is her cpinion tJat the thole food prchlem is an illusion. She believes 
that ^e gets direct frem the air and sunshine all the minerals her body needs. 

Om case is otou^ to prove what is possible in a millicn other cases. 
Biologists are being ccmviiced that eating is an acquired habit and a pleasur¬ 
able :mdulgence rather than a pbiysiologiaal necessity. It is said that in India 
certain sects of yogis live without eating and that in the Hiiallayas there are 
many vho consume no physical food. 

”An organ (the structures the body) bmlds itself by techniques very 
foreign to the human mind. It is not made of extraneous naterial, like a 
house.” (Carrel, in Man, The Unknom^ p. 107). 

According to modem science, the body and its or^ns are built and nain- 
tained by what man eats and drinks. Carrel opposes that theory. He says that 
the body and its organs are not nade of "extraneous naterial." 

Carrel contimies: "It (-Gie organ) is composed of cells, as a house is 
cenposed of bricks. But the org^n is bom from a cell, ais if the house 
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originated fron one brick—a magic bride that would set about manufacturing 
mare bricks." (p. 108). 

Carrel shows that all or^ns and structures of the body come from llie 
Parent Cell. ^ The subsequent cells cone from the division of the I^rent Cell 
and l3ie subdivision of the resultant cells. 

The Ftoent Cell and the Cells that ccare from the Parent Cell sire "not made 
of extraneous material, like a house," says Carrel. He means that the bells 
are not composed of what nan eats and drinks. 

We saw that the body begins at the point where two tiny cells fuse, vhich 
forros \dat we term the Parent Cell, the positive and negative poles. Md at 
this point the Four Seed Atcaiie appear, as if ly R£igiC) in the Silver Cord, as 
described in Part II of Pre-Exiatenoe of Man^ 

The Parent Cell is not Ihe product of food, nor is it sustained by food. 
What food does not and cannot produce it cannot and does not sustain. 

The growtii of the body does not resxolt from food consunption, but fbom the 
division aixJ subdivision of the Parent Cell, The cells are ocoposed of mole¬ 
cules ^drich are corrposed of atems vhich are cenposed of electrons v^iirling at 
terrific speed. 

It is difficult to realize that the electrons in the atoms whitdi cxxistitute 
the cells of the body vAiirl at such hi^ speed tiat it requires nine feet of 
solid lead to slow dewn one electron to where photograph of it can be taken. 

The force of tiie electron is the force of the atom, vhich is the force of 
the cells, which is the ferce of the body. There are a^roxinately 42 trillions 
of cells in the average human body, each composed of electrons whirling at 
li^tning speed. 

These and other discoveries constmined Carrel to throw up his hands in 
despair and confess: — 

"The science of man is still too rudimentary to be useful. The illusions 
of the mechanicists of the 19th century, (and) the childish physico-chemical 
conceptions of the human being have to be definitely abandoned." (Wan, The 
UnknoMf p. 108, 179). 

That unqualified declaration of this great doctor iq)sets every theory con¬ 
tained in medical text-books, every dogpa of medical art, every precept of 
medical practice, and every assumption as to the cause and care of human ail¬ 
ments. It shatters the claims concerning energy, food and feeding advaix^ed ty 
"dietetic experts," It indicates that almost nothing is knewn about the nutri¬ 
tive demands of the organism and hew to supply them. 

Practically everything tauight in modem times as to these and related svh- 
jects is erroneous and even dangerous, and should be "definitely abandoned" 
according to the impartial fiiKiings of Carrel, who spent hds life attempting to 
solve the mystery of Man, and vho shewed that living cells are immortal by keep¬ 
ing the fragments of a chicken's heart alive for 27 years after it was removed 
from the body. 

The body appears as a material form. But that material does not enter the 
bo(ty as food and water. That material is condensed substance, as water and ice 
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are condensed invisible substance. 

Man's body is not built of material substance, such as food and water, nor 
by a meclanical or jiiysico-chemical process as claimed by physical science. 

The body is composed and constituted of invisible substmce, produced and 
maintained by a cosmic process of condensation, inateriali2aticii and transfor¬ 
mation. 

The body is the product of electrons, atoms and molecules, vhich build the 
cells vhich build the body. These building blocks, as Millikan calls them, are 
not produced nor sxjstained by food. 

The vital processes of Ihe bo<ty cannot be traced to their ultimate orig^, 
except in the Mind, Attempts to do so lead to a point of irresistible opposi¬ 
tion to further analysis. 

OociiLt science takes up the metaphysical thread at this pjoint and traces 
its course into the Invisible Realm, guided by the Mind and the philosophy of 
the listers, that "the invisible things from the creation of the world are 
clearly seen (in the mind), being understood by the things made (visible)." 
—Ran. 1:20. 

The farmation of cells within the body is constantly occurring from birth 
to death. There is no evidence to show that what one eats and drinks enters 
into the cell farmation. That is wJat CJarrel asserts. He says that the cells 
are not made of "extraneous material." 

The physiologist ^ows that there passes fran the bocty, thru the bowels, 
kidneys, lungs and skin, the exact amount of liquids and solids that nan con¬ 
sumes in eating and drinking. 

Stale and metal, in gaseous and invisible form, float in the air. So do 
wood and coal. Also flesh and bone. Yes, everything kncwn to man. 

No chemist can find in the ground in vhich grows a giant tree, the ash, 
mir«rals, carbon, wood and chlorophyl contained in the tree and its leaves. 

Neither does the tree consume the soil in which it stands. If so, then as 
evidence of such consumption a depression should surround every tree. 

As sunshine, air, soil and vater do nothing more than stimulate the 
irherent functions innate in the cells of the tree, so w)at man consumes does 
nothing more than help to stimulate the cells of his body into their requisite 
functions, 

Ctell and body nutrition is a myth. What man consumes does not supply cell 
nutrition by assimilation as taugjit by science. The ingested substances pro¬ 
duce activity in cell function by stimulation. 

■Brfo types of stimulation seem essential for the function of living cells: 
(1) vital and (2) chemical. The nerves of the body supply the vital, and food 
and liquid supply the chemical. 

The free flew of nerve force to all parts of the body is the first requisite 
to normal funertion, as proven by the science csf chirqpractic. This is had by 
fasting, and explains why fasting is so effective in building health in sick 
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bodies. 

Wild! nomal nerve stinulation, the body can exist for weeJcs wi-Hiout food 
consunption. Nor are any certain kinds of food necessary, except that unheated 
and uncocked substances supply a nore natviral qxiality of chemical stimulation 
than heated and cooked substances. 

Ihe elements of the food contact and stimulate the body cells into action, 
and pass out of the body thru the eliminative channels, as flowing water turns 
the vtfieel of a mill on the bank of ttie stream, and thus activates the nachinery 
in the mill that does the grinding. 

A profound mystery the work of the mill would be to him v*o knew not the 
secret of the water-vd>eel. 

As long as normal nerve force reaches the various organs, the cells of the 
organs respond paxperly to 'tfie particular food stiiruli that activate them. If 
for any reason the nerve force is weak, that weakens the cells; and they lose 
their power to react properly to food stimulants. 

Ihe result is illness which doctors treat. If patients recover under the 
doctor’s care, it is in spite of his treatment and net because of it. 

Biochemists show that a plant possesses a laboratary that transforms 
invisible substance of the air into cell material. The cells of the leaf split 
the water molecules of the sdr into ojygen and hydrogen, rejecting the osygpn 
atens and appropriating the hydrogen atonB for replacement cells. 
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AIR CHANGED TO WOOD 

The press of January 3, 1954, reported that Dr,, Paul M. Lau^ton and 

Dr. D. C. Mcjrtiiiier, two nenbers of the Canadian Katicnal Research Council, 
showed by test that the leaves of sugar beets t^umg&d air into aoVid wood in 
10 seoonda. 

The leaves were exposed to small amounts of carbon dioxide gas under a 
bri^t lii^t. The ^s was first made radioactive so it could be identified 
when it got inside the plant. The leaves were allcwed to absorb the gas for 

varying periods and then were killed in boiling water. 

Radioactive cellulose waa found in the leaves even thou^ they had absorbed 
the gas OJ'IDf 10 seconds. 

In view of these scientific findings, it is logical to assume that the 
body's laboratory is coirrietent to cSfuavge air into bloody hone and flesh. 

The experiments of Richards shewed that in the plant's laboratory d^- 
integration of acids thru the division of the acid canpounds is not a digestive, 
but a respirattjcy process, and results fron the alterrate oxidation and de¬ 

oxidation of the plant tissues thru the action of cosmic radiation. Ife held 
that the same principle applies to man to a certain extait. 

It would be absurd to suggest that the human bocty is less efficiently 

equipped to oare for its needs than is the lowly weed. 

The tfesters said, "Every Element nourishes itself." This applies to 
electrons, atoms and molecules—the units of vhich liquids and solids are 
composed. 

Modern science boasts the fact that it has finally advanced to the 
primary stage of condensing or materializing air. The spider, hornet and wasp 
have always performtd that miracle without the necessity of attending a hunan 
school of chemistry. 

The modus operandi by vhich the laboratory of these animals condenses w^ 

and paper fron the eiir they inhale is the despair of science. The laboratory 

of these animals also condenses fron the air the substance needed to sustain 
their bodies. 

Biochemists assert that the function of the intestinal tract is to serve 
as a laboratory for condensing and ccnibining nascent hydrogen gas with nitrogen 
gas entering the lungs as air. They regard the lungs, not the stomach, as the 
chief organs of digestion, with the intestinal tract ser/ing only to caiTy on 
its primary functiai of condensing, exmbining and eliminating. 

Biologists hold that oxygen gas supports the cells and that nitrogen gas 
acts as a tissue builder and vitalizer. Nitrogen is found in the muscles and 
fibrous tissues and is said to be the first of all the elements to leave the 
dead body. Then tissue decomposition begins. 
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Physiologists declare that without hydrogen creative activity in the body 

wDuld cease. There would be no elimination, no perspiration, no salivation. 

Hydrogen is needed in the blood and cells. It soothes the nerves, 

regulates body temperature, moistens lung surface, carries off toxins, cools 

■the tissues and re-tards inflanmation. Without hydrogen, the nerves and tissues 
would stiffen, harden and decay. 

Harold W. Percival, in his great work titled. Thinking and Destiny^ des¬ 
cribes various ctanges vdiich occur in the body when nan no longer eats as he 
does now. He said: 

"The blood gradually ceases to build and maintain the body. It acts nore 
as a conveyer of nerve force. ..lAitrition is taken in by the breath directly 
frcm 'the four s'tages of ma'tter. The brain takes and sends impressions note 

easily "than was possible before. The spinal cord assumes more and more -the 
appeararce of brain s'tructure. Its cen'tral canal becanes lapg^, and "the ter¬ 
minal filament, vhich is now atrophied frcm disuse, is greatly enlarged. Its 

central canal, which at present is threadlike and is lost on its way to -the end 
of "the filament, is widened and reaches to "the very tip of "the filament. The 
intestinal "tract ceases "to be a feeding tube and a sewer, and the anus dis¬ 
appears. The stcmach and small in'testines then superfluous and disappear. 

"The large bcwel or colon, then serving a new purpose, becanes part of a 

nerve s'tructure, similar to •the spinal cord, termed ■the front-or-nature-cord. 
This cord with its lateral branches is made up of the former esophagus, of "the 

■two cards and the plexuses and "the increased ramification of "the involuntary 
nerve system, a^ of "the colon. The middle of "the three bands "Oiat extend 
aloig ■the exterior vrall of the colon, becanes hollowed out, and around this 

canal is arranged the colon, greatly reduced in size, so that only a short, 
narrcM tubular cord remains, ais part of the frcmt-ocrd. 

"Included in the front-cord are the ri^t and left vagus nerves, with their 
ramifications. It is situated in front of the abdominal cavity and is curved 
from befcre backward, pointing toward the tip of the terminal filament of the 
voluntary nerve syston. 

"The front-cord becanes enclosed in a resilient structure, here termed the 
front- or nature-cord. This replaces the sternum and is extended to and is con¬ 
tinuous with the greatly changed pelvic bowl. The body is thus a two-columned 
organism... 

"There are other changes in the body in addition to "those given, which will 
obtain when the human enters the Life feth. Nerves not now visible will becone 
active and will affect chiefly the lungs and heart. The lungs will then become 
more like "the cerebrum, euid the heart with the aorta, the thymus and other 
glands, like the cerebellum and pons.—pp. 720-722. 

Biochemists come close to an old truth when they assert that "food does 
not form the organic part of the blood, but supplies only the mineral base by 
setting free the cell-salts contained in foods." 

Vte have on file a record of the case of one Professor ^b^s^Bll, vho fell ill 
vhile working alone in the South American jvmgles, and was found and attended by 
"uncivilized" Indians, He became unconscious and so remained for seven months, 
during vhich time he ate and drank nothing. 
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The Indians treated him in their usval way of caring for the sick, by 
annointing his body all thru the period of his unconsciousness. When he 
recovered consciousness, he was not only well, but had gained in wei^t. 

Physical science declares that the hunan body is animated, vitalized, 
nourished and maintained by the material food eaten, di^sted, and assimilated 
by the body cells thru a direct chemical process. 

No orthodox scientist dares question that theory, and no scientist ever 
lived could analyze and pypiain the process in an intelligent and logical 

manner, because that alleged process is purely inaginary. 

The body is built and ccnposed of cells. We trace back thru the cells, 
molecules and atoms to the electrons, which are said to be vdiirling centers of 
force in the ether. 

In the Mind, we say reverse the process and see that invisible substance 
condensing, fran invisible electrons, atans and molecules, into visible elements, 

forms and entities, by a natural condensing process resulting from retarxhition 
of the vibrations. 

It is ccninon knowledge that invisible gases condense to form water and ice. 

It should be as easy to understand that, under the same law, these invisible 

gases condense to form blood, flesh, bones, and the entire body—according to a 
pre-existent pattern, as declared by the Masters: 

"We have a building, a house not made with hands, eternal in ihe heavens." 
(2 Cor. 5:1). 

The Bible tells a surprising story when its parables and allegories are 
understood and are divorced frxan the preposterous interpretations of theology. 

Splitting the atom proves that there is a mi^ty force inherent in in¬ 
visible substance vhich condenses and form© visible Matter. Its modus operand! 
never alters, and it acts constantly on man, in his cells, thru his cells, 
operating simultaneously on all planes of being—yet appearing not to manifest 
itself in concrete fcrm. 

That Force, under the control of Infinite Intelligence, possesses the 

property of activating and stimulating atoms to assume various relationships 
according to 1^ and galvanizes the power latent in dormant cells into a higher 
state of activity. 

It is aid that in man’s present degenerate state, food is one of the 
essential mediums thru vhich this force acts in his organism. In the early days, 
before man had suffered degeneration, even this medium was not necessary. 

"Hew can we prevent the degeneracy of man in modem civilization?” asks 
Carrel in despair, (p, 5). 

The Masters held that the Four Cosmic Elements of fire, air, water, and 
earth are the builders, substainers and regenerators of the body. These are 

the four phases of the Cosmic Ray, as follows. Thermic, Atmospheric, Fluviatic 
and Terrestrial. 

These four rays are charged with all the elements of the living organism and 
many more. The four major elements are said to be nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen 
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and carbon. 

In these days of or^nized fraud, deception and darkness, the subject of 
nutrition is little understood. It is ruled by a force outside of thought or 
will. 

It appears that in his present degenerate state, man must depend on food 
because he has lost the primary consciousness of the law governing the force 
that imparts action to all parts of the body. There is a law that rules 1he 
action of the constantly flowing stream or regenerative current directed upon 
Matter, 

Occult science holds that when man, by regeneration, again becanes coti- 
scious of this law, he will be able to assimilate this force, and no longer be 
dependent upcn gross natter (food) to aid in the support of his organism. 

Abbe N. De Montfaucon De Villars states in his book that the Ancient 
Masters ate food only for pleas\rre and never necessity iCampte De Gcbdlis^ p. 63). 

Paracelstis himself says that he lived for six months without eating. He 
received his sustaining elonents from the "particles of dynamic spirit, the Ray 
of Invisible Siibstance, entering the lungs from the air." 

Because of his startling work, and for attacking their false theories and 

definitions, and for "curing" by unorthodox methods the patients for vhom the 
orthodox doctors could do nothing, they hired thugs to kill him by throwing him 
over a cliff. 

Ehret reports cases of religious devotees vho have fasted for decades. He 

held that the purer the body, the less it needs food. When the bocty is per¬ 
fectly pure and in normal condition, the need for food practically vanishes. 
Whoi there are iirpirities still in the bcxfy, acids form in the fluids, creating 

a need for alkalies in the form of fruits and vegetables, vhich supply the bocfy 
with activity in cell function by stimulation. 

When one eats salty and seasoned food, this causes unnatural thirst that 
disappears when one eats uncooked and unseasoned food consisting of green 
vegetables, tcnatoes, melons, berries and fruits. Ihe sale and seasoning sub¬ 
stances irritate the cells, and they cry for help in the form of flviid to dilute 
and wash avay the irritants. 

Starchy substances absorb so much fluid from the cells, that the cells are 
forced to call for more fluid. 

Cell irritation by the acid-forming substances man eats, causes the cells to 
call for fluid to neutralize the toxins creating the irritation. 

Grains, cereals and tibers, unnatural substances produced by strenuous toil, 
fom the major portion of the modem diet in the cold zone. These substances 
consist chiefly of starch, which cannot be utilized by the body until it becomes 
soluble and usable by a chemical change that converts the starch into dextrine 
and then into glucose. 

It is just as simple to create an unnatural demand for food as for water. 

Each kind of food at a meal creates new hunger by chemical stimulation. 
The mono-diet system reduces the demand for food by reducing stimulation. 
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At a meal one eats baked beans until hunger is satisfied. New hunger nay 
then be produced by eating bread and butter. Follow that with pie, and more 
hunger appears. Additional hunger will appear vdien the ice-cream and cake are 
served. 

This is due to the fact that each kind of food produces its cwn type of 

stimulation that ajpears in the sensation of hunger. 

This leaves the fatal opening for the dietetic expert. He tells his vic¬ 
tims that such method of eating fails to furnish the bcxty with all the various 

elements it needs. And so it goes; the blind leading the blind, and they all 
fall in the ditch. (Mat. 15:14). 

Unnabiral thirst and unnatural hunger are produced by stimulation and 
irritation. Ojt sensations of thirst and hunger are largely unnatural and 
abnormal—^the result of an unnatural mode of living that becomes normal in 
theory because so prevalent in practice. 

Raise your voice against this or any form of conventionalism, and you are 
a fanatic because you stand alone»—as did (joluirbus when he declared "the earth 
is round. 

Standing alone on a theory is net evidence per se that you are wrong. But 

that evidence ia too strong against you and too weak to win many cenverts. One 

feels safer to follow the irailtitude than to follow the lone disciple of grace 
and godliness. 

The culinary art, the practice of food preparation and cookery, has trans¬ 
formed man frean a god to a glutton. 

According to Evans, man has no need to eat protein. Thera is physiological 
proof that man inhales nitrogOT directly from the air; and, by the unicai of 
carbon compounds with amnonia, formed by the conbination of nitrogen from the 
air with the nascent hydrogen in the intestines, prertein is synthetically 
formed in the body's laboratcary. 

As for fats and carbohydrates, cxi these the bociy dcjes not depend for heat 
and energy as physical science claims. They are a liability to the boefy, not 
an asset. 

If nan does not eat acid-forming substances, minerals are not lost by the 
body to any marked extent, and the small replacement required cones from the 
air. 

It appears that ano^er need for food is to simply alkalies to neutralize 
the acid toxins produced by the consunption of acid-forming fcxxls. 

Crile asserted that death cccurs at the monent positive acidity is 
established in the organism. He showed that "all inhalation anesthetics cause 
a progressively increased hycJrogen ion concentration, with death exxiurring at 
the mcment vhen a positive acidity is established." 

The acid-alkali balance of the boefer has a vital significance. When the 
alkalinity of the blood falls, the animal dies. This balance between the 

nuclei^ and the cytoplasm cf "fte cells (the electric potential), is essential 
to animation and s\ppHes the vitality of the living process itself. Its 
reduction to equilibrium (neutrality) or zero, produoss death. 
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The cytoplasm of the cell surrounding the nucleus is the negative (aUcaline) 
element. The nucleus is the positive (acid) element. The nucleus represents 
the positive pole and the cytoplasm, the negative pole. This naJces the cell a 

bipolar mechanism, a fact referred to in our work titled Vre-Existeruie of Man. 

As a result of the oxidation of the lipoid films (oily meiibrane), acids 

are produced, with a resultant increase in tiie hydrogen ion concentration and 
an increased potential in the cell membrane. 

The essential characteristics of vitality nanifested in the cells as 
assimilation, growth and generation, depend not upon food, but upon the presence 
of an electric potential that is produced by CBcidation, says Crile. The 
various functions of the organs are due to a variation of the potentials. 

Hydrogen is an acid, and hydrogen ions (positive charged particles) permeate 
all living organisms. The sli^test change in the hydrogen ion concentration 
fundamentally alters the organism; and hydrogen ions are of hi^ electrical 
signif icance. 

The primary steps on the path to regeneration are a return to man's natural 

habitat in the zone of eternal spring, pure outside air always, vegetarianism, 
uncooked and unseasoned food, the mono-diet regimen, and rigid conservation of 
the life fluid. The vital essence that produces new life will preserve the 
old life if not expended. 

Jeans writes that "Cosmic rays break up millions of atoms in the body every 
second, and the physiological effect is the vitality of Ihe organism." 

By means of atonic action termed fire, a fluid called gasoline is converted 
into a force that propels giant air-planes thra the air and carries nan thrM 
space at terrific speed. 

Cosmic rays flew thru the unperceivable state of essence and beceme visible 
in the radiating and gaseous form, finally assuming the visible states of 

fluids and solids, or blood, benes and flesh. 

Science shews that vegetables possess machinery vhich converts atmospheric 

elements into sustaining substance. 

This fact proves that physical grewth, generation and maintenance are not 
the gross physico-chemical processes claimed by physiccil science. 

Certain advanced groups know even now that vitalization of the ductless 
glands may be increased by deeply breathing of pure outside air. This consti¬ 
tutes the bcLsis of special training for those vdx> embrace the task of better 

developroei^t of body and brain, termed Initiation. 

The new knowledge we have as to the conposition of Matter makes it more 

difficult to explain why man should eat than to show that he should never have 

to eat. 

The paramount fact appears in every investigation—that man consumes much 

more food than he should for his good. 
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VEGETftKEANISM IS BAD 

"We eat to live, and we eat to die. "--Charles W. De lacy 
Evans, M.R.C.S.E., late surgeon to St. Saviour's Hospital, 
London, in his work, Hou to Prolong Li/e, p. 28. 

A puzzling paradox. If we eat to live, how can we eat to die? If we eat 
to die, how can we eat to live? Ihat n^tery we are now engaged in considering 
in this work, 

Ihe vegetarian thinks his diet puts him a big step ahead of the flesh 

eater; but the records show that the average health and the average life-span 
of the average Vegetarian are not above that of the average Camivorian, 

In his reference to Vegetarians, Dr. Evans wrote: 

"Cereals and farinacous foods form the basis of the diet 
of tile so-called 'vegetarians,' vho are guided by no direct 
principle, except that they believe it is wrong to eat animal 
food. For this reason, vegetarians have no better health and 
live no longer than those arcund them." (Densmccre, p. 303), 

We shall be gilded by a direct principle in this discussion and learn tiie 
reason ^y vegetarianism is bad, and vtiy many continue to consume flesh in 
spite of the long can^aign waged a^inst the practice. 

It is well to remember that the less vital the bcxfy is, the more poison it 
will endure without disccrafortable reactions. When cfenger threatens and the 

b^y is too weak to defend itself, that man is in a serious state. Poison 
will not affect a dead nan, and it affects a half-dead nan less than it does a 
note vital man. 

An exairple; As the killing cold domantizes the peripheral nerves of tiie 
l^y, they become unable to convey danger signals to the brain, and the fteez- 

ing man no longer notices the cold. In fact, he begins to feel worm; and then 
he becomes unconscious, feels nothing, and freezes to death. 

Most adults knew that tpbacco and liquor are bad for the body. They are 
nerve and brain poisons. The use of these lowers the vitality; and the body, 
die to a reduction of its powers, adjusts itself physiologically to their use. 

BODY VnALCTY REDUCED 

The same principle applies to eating. When the Breatharian ate his first 
food, it affected his nerves adversely, just as the first smoke adversely 
affects tiie youth. But the youth persists until the poisonous tobacco dulls 
his nerves and lowers his vitality; and thus his body adjusts itself to tiie use 
of tobacco not only, but in time, canes to crave the poisonous weed. 
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So the Breatharian continues to eat in spite of the ill effect of it, with 
tile result that the body's vitality was reduced because the brain and nerves 
were dulled. His body, thus weakened, adjusted itself to the unnatural, 
enervating practice of eating, and he began to crave food. 

And it came to pass that as the substances the Breatharian ate weakened 

his body, man actually eats to die just as he smokes to die. 

We must not miss the fact that he vho eats has never had the amount of 
vitality that nan's body originally possessed as a Breatharian. We refer not to 
physical strength, but to that physiological vitality which carries nan on thru 
the years and keeps him as nimble at ninety as he was at thirty. Pot the 
turning of the earih an its ads has no affect an the body. 

We must understand that the process of vital adjustment necessary for the 
body to tolerate a substance it is not made to receive interrally is actually 
one of vital reduction. 

The enervated body will endure without protest a dangerous eneny vhich the 
vital body wars against and strives to subdue and eliminate. The sin^rtaiis of 

that struggle are termed disease by the doctors. 

It took time to modify and weaken the body so that it would not only 
tolerate, but crave, the poisonous plants and herbs, termed vegetables, vMch 
constitute the diet of the vegetarian. 

MOST VEGETABLES ARE NOT NATURAL 

Most of the vegetables nan eats are not found growing wild in Nature. The 
fields in which they grow are man-na<te. 

God made no mistake when he covered the earth with trees. The science of 
forestry shows that deforestation lays the land open and naked to tJie fury of 
the wind, the scorching rays of the sun, and to erosioi and destructive floods. 

Authorities on the subject assert that neny waste regions and deserts were 

once teeming with fertility and foliage; and the existing sterility of these 
places in the vcrk of nan in the destruction of forests, 

Man's burdens rise frcm his foolish efforts to modernize the Primitive and 
artificialize the Natural. Striking examples of the catastrophe that results 
fran this work are the deserted Dust Bowls of the earth. 

Fields are artificial; annual crops cire artificial; their cultivation is 

artificial. 

Fields are the work of man in his effort to "improve" on Nature. The culti¬ 
vation of these fields is as artificial as the fields are as artificial as their 

cultivation. 

All forms of artificialization disturb the equilibrium of Nature, and the 
results are always disastrous, says Professor John C. Giffcard, University of 

Miami, Florida, vho wrote; 

"Fields are sun-baked in dry weather and muddy and eroded 
in the rain season, vhere cultivation is entirely artificial. 
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and vAiere the equilibrium cf Nature has been conpletely 
upset by the work of nan. All these cultivated things 

would die and disappear without the pampering hand of 
man.” (Tropical Subsistence Hoiestead, p. 95). 

Ihe Vegetarian has grcwn vain in his conceit. He has discarded animal 
products and feels that he has found dietetic perfection in vegetables, grains, 
cere^s, legumes and txjbers. Scientific investigation and his own deficient 
jiiysical and mental condition prove that he is no better off than his flesh¬ 
eating friends. 

Unbiased investi^tion shows that the modem Vegetarian is travelling the 
wrong trail. The things he eats are not natumZ productsy nor the ratural food 
of man. They are definitely artificial, 

1. Grains and cereals have been developed from insignificant grass seeds. 
By Icng ages of seed selection, careful breeding, intensive cultivation and 

constant fertilization, small grass seeds were developed by this artificial 
process into the modem grains and cereals. 

2. Beans, peas, lentils, cabbage, lettuce, celery, etc., were developed in 
the same way from the grass family. 

3. Tbbers, vdiich include potatoes, onions, carrots, turnips, beets, 
radishes, etc., are nothing more than wild weed roots, developed by the arti¬ 
ficial process above described. 

Years ago Khi^t, in his "Veget^le Food of Man," asserted that grains and 
cereals have been developed from insignificant grass seeds now unknown to 
botany. Dr. Diinet Densmore, in his Saturdt Food of Man, wrote; 

"Grains are the product of the tenperate zone, not of those 
regions vhere there is no vdnter; and it was therefore a 

necessity of nan's sustenance wh^ he was without agriculture, 
without tools, and without fire, and had to depend upoi foods 
spontaneously produced by Nature, that he live in a region where 

foods were produced at all seasons of the year. This narrows or 
confines the inquiry of natural food to two articles—fruits and 
nuts." (p. 224), 

Vegetarians hate to h^r their diet criticized, and most of them refuse to 
read or believe anything that is not favorable to vegetarianism. 

C. C. Hilbs, D.D.S., wrote an excellent article on Dental Decay, in which 
he sard: 

"Grains are responsible for nearly all of man's disease, 
for wheat, barley, oats and rye are no mors a part of his 

food than oranges the food of the ccw, or grains the food of 
dogs and cats. 

"Man s food consists of the fruits and nuts of the tree. 
They are beautifully wrapped and hung on trees where the 
coimiDn herd cannot get to them. Man is given hands with 
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which to renjove his food and its wrappings, and eat to his 
content and perfect health. 

"Eliminate grains from nan's food and the (fecay in children’s 
teeth will cease. Tarter and pyorrhea will disappear. Ihe 
hospitals will fold up, and nedicine will be a dream. All the 
doctors on earth and their 'vast' nedioal e^qarience cannot 
disprove this statement. 

"The medical profession dare not take a group of children and 
feed them according to Nature's law for a period of six 
months, and then truly publish the results." (Tou Can’t Eat 
That.) 

CEKAIS ARE A BAD FOOD 

A Geman physician of note. Dr. Winckler, after enthrjsiastically adopting 
a vegetarian diet, was horrified to find in time that his blood vessels showed 
signs of cretaceous degensraticn. With ratural solicitude, he applied himself 
to a solution of the Ehencroenon. 

He said he found the explanation in a work by Dr. Mcnin, of Paris, who, 
in turn, had been directed to the explaiation. of atherana (arteriosclerosis, 
hardening of the arteries) by Professor Gubler of Paris. 

The substance of the e3q)lanation was that the mineral salts in the vege¬ 
tables and the salt and seasonings used on the vegetables to make them palatable 
are bad not only for their early effect on the bo^, but also because they in¬ 
duce the desire for, and the practice of, taking other and stronger stimulants. 

In our work, SdEDTIFIC HIVING, we mentioned the case of Captain Diamond 
vho, as a vegetarian for 30 years, proved on himself that vegetables are not the 
panacea they are believed by many to be. His diet as a vegetarian consisted of 
grains, cereal products, tubers and green vegstab^s.^ At 79 he was a chronic 
invalidj suffering from a serious state of harden^ tissues and blood-vessels, 
with stiffness of the joints. i> , iii;*'; 

The muscles of his legs and back were so stiff that he could not sit down 
nor rise from a chair without great discomfort, and he often needed the aid of 
an assistant. Ihs tissues of his hand and arms were so stiff that it va.s hard 
for him to hold his knife and work to feed himself. 

Orthodox doctors were urable to help him and pronounced him incurable. 
They told him that he could not live long. He tximed to Nature, became a 
fruitarian, and recovered health sufficiently to outlive all the doctors vho g^ve 
him up, dying at the age of 120. 

Diamond's and other cases of vegetarians supply data showing that vege¬ 
tarianism is not vhat it is supposed to be. Grains and tubers contain large 
(jjantities of mineral salts that harden and stiffen the tissues, blood-vessels 
and joints, "and as a class," vJrites Denamore, "are the vorst adapted as food 
for man." 

Dr. Rowbotham adduced proof in his work pihlished in 1841, shewing that 
"cereal foods tend to ossification (hardening) of tissues and joints, and pro¬ 
duce decrepitude and early death." {Natural Food of Man, p. 390). 
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FRUITS EASIER PRODUCED WITH LESS LABOR 

Dr. G. Monin, of Paris, wrote: 

"A vegetable diet mins the blood-vessels and naJces one 
premturely old, if it be tme that nan is as old as his 
arteries." (p. 312), 

All authorities, both sacred and profane, agree that nan was a frugivorian 
before he became a vegetarian. Ihey also shew that not only are fruits easier 
produced with less labor, but that any ^ven portion of land is capable of pro¬ 
ducing more human food, with less labor, in the form of fruit, than under any 
other mode of culture. 

Dewn thm the ages the body has been forced to adjust itself to everything 
man eats. Every herb of the field contains substances that are poisonous to 
him who has never eaten 1hem. Not poisonous enougji generally to kill him in¬ 
stantly, but often poisonous enou^ to make him sick even new, after having 
eaten than for thousands of years. 

Certain foods still give seme people diarrhea, yet they have eaten them 
all their days. To do that they must be poisenous to the body. 

Green com, roasting ears, often give people loose bowels. Strav4)erries, 
tropical mangoes, and other substances often cause a ra^ on the skin. 

The fluid fran the stem-end of a nangp will poison sane people as poison 
ivy will. If the wind blcws "thru the ifemp foliage of a mango tree unto the 
face of sane folks fer a sufficient length of time, their face will swell until 
their eyes are almost closed. A child of three years recently suffered from 
skin rash on much of its body from handling nangoes and not eating them. The 
mango is considered one of the finest of tropical fruits. 

When foods cause skin rash, sane doctors order the eating of them stopped, 
vdule others say the rash is the result of a purging process that the body 
needs. The rash is similar to that of ivy poisoning, so why not be consistent 
and hold that tiie rash of ivy poisoning is the result of a purging process? 

Vegetarians who rmd this will wonder what to eat. ^felons contain no 
poisonous elements and much distilled fluid that is good for the body. 
Tomatoes are not so good, but are better than irany other vegetables because of 
their large liquid content. 

Mm should return to berries and fruits and become a frugivorian, and then 
to fruit juices as he progresses toward Breatharianism by constantly reducing 
food consumption and dissipating the hunger sensation, 

Ihe press recently reported the case of a man who has been unconscious for 
years as the result of a oar accident. During this time, the nurse gave 

him a liquid diet. Fc«r that time he was a Liquidarian. 

Could man perform what is termed nanual labor on such diet? What we nail 
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inanial labor is unnatural. Wild animals do not engsige in it. God did not 
intend iran should chop wood all cfay, shovel coal or dig potatoes or post holes, 
and coins in at ni^t so tired he can hardly drag one foot after the oldier. 
Such labor is not natural and is degenerating. 

Spencer said that Perfect Correspondence must prevail. Qae thing calls for 
another to balance it. We must apply the law of Correspondence to everything. 

In that word "Acfaptability," lies the secret of degeneration and regenera¬ 
tion, advancement and retrogression. Ihe Law of Vital Adjustment nakes man 
correspond always with his work, his habits, and his environment. 

Adaptability is the quality that nakes this possible. Man's existence 
depends on the flexibility, pliability and adaptability of his body in order 
that it may be alxLe to aoconnodate itself to new and varying condition. 

The state of Corraspondence brings into operation the prooess of. Vital 
Adjustnent, and the pajrpose is to make nan's bocfy harmonize with nis labits, his 
work, and his enviroment. These things becoia single vhen the basic principle 
is understood. 

AUmUTATIOS AND DECEEFITUDB 

to'allax in his "fetriarchial Longevity," Qiston'a^ Bailey in their 
"Records of Longevity," Hufeland in his "Art of Prolonging life," and E\ans in 
his "How to Prolong life," all substantially agree that the CAU^ of decrepitude 
called Old Age, is not the work of Time, but the result of ossification and the 
deposition of calcareous earthy natter in the body—and it conies from vhat man 
eats, drinks and breathes. 

What are the causes of the differetce between youth and old age? Vlhy do 
the functions of the body weaken and the organs deteriorate? Why does man 
become decrepit and die? 

In Old Age there is a fibrinous, gelatinous and earthy deposit in the body 
The solid earthy matter viiich, by gradual accumulation in the bocty, faring on 
ossification, rigidity, decrepitude and death, is composed chiefly of jhosphate 
of lime, carbcnare of lime (ccninon chalk), and sulphate of lime (plaster 
feris), with nagnesia and traces of other earthy substances. 

A process of solidification begins as socn as the infant begins to ^t and 
continues without interrupticxi until the body is change from a comparatively 
fluid, elastic, and energetic state, to a solid, earthy, rigid, weakened con¬ 
dition, vhich terminates in death. 

Infancy, childhood, youth, manhood and decrepitude are so many different 
conditions of the body or stages in the process of solidification or ossifica¬ 
tion. The only difference in the boch^ between youth and Old Age is the greater 
density and rigidity, and the greater proportion of calcareous earthy matter 
that enters into its composition. 
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EABTHY SALTS CAUSE OLD AGE 

CoOTnon table salt, so freely used in the preparation of almost every kind 
of food, contains a very large amount of calcareous earthy matter and produces 
great damage to the body econcray. 

The theory is that the gradual accumulation of eartiiy salts in 'Oie system 
is Idle veeutt of Old Age. Investigation shows that it is just the reverse. 
It is Uie Qouae of Old Age. 

If the nunber of years nan lives causes the ossification that acccrapanies 
Old Age, then, as lite causes produces like effects, all of the same age should 
show the same state of ossification. Investigation shows this is not so. It 
is connion to find people of fifty vho are as weak and decrepit as others are 
at 75 or 80. 

Years ago an English doctor wrote; 

"Age is an evil that is not at all inevitable. It is not 
a question of dates and birtdidays, but a matter of natural 
tendencies and dispositions. The age of the body is irrevelant 
so long as its condition arenHins young. Youth is not a time of 
lifsj but a quality, a trait of character, a mental and 
physical state." 

In youth the organs and structures are elastic, pliable, and yielding; 
Ihe senses are keen, the mind active. In Old Age these qualities are usurped 

rigidity, ossification. The senses are lacking in susceptibility, the mind 
in menttory. 

In Old Age the arteries have thickened walls and are smaller in caliber, 
caused by fibrinois, gelatinous and earthy deposits. Thus the blood supply to 
the or^ns grows less and less, hence their detericaration and the failing of 
their furctions. 

Hardening and thickening of the blood vessels is not the work of Tine, but 
of the earthy matter deposited by the blood—amd the condition increases year 
by year, unless one changes caie's habits. 

Analysis shews that the blood holds in solution the earthy salts, the 
calcareous and osseous substances of the same kind as the solidi^ing agents, 
and arterial blood contains more than venous. This shows that each cycle of 
the blood lea\^ deposits of these cfamaging agents. It is the ccsimon carrier 
that clogs the syst^. But its su]^ly must be replenished. Whence canes the 
new supply? From air, food and drink, frean drugs and medicines. There is no 
other source. 

FRUITS HAVE LITTLE EARTH! MATTER 

We are dealing here wi-Oi vegetables and cereals. Water and air will be 
noticed in due course. Writers have little to say about water in this respect, 
and nothing about air. Evans writes; 
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"If nan subsists on food that contains a large proportion of 
lime, a largp proportion will enter into the canposition of 
the chyme, 1±ie chyle, and the blood; and as fton the blood 
tile deposition of lime takes place, the greater the amount 
of lime tiflt Hie blood contains, the greater will be the 
amount deposited in the system, 1iie greater the degree of 
ossification, and the sooner will be produced that rigidity, 
inactivity and decrepitude viiich make him old and bring him 
to prenature death, 

"On the other hand, if the food and drink are selected from 
1iie articles that contain the least amount of lime, the 
lead, amount will enter into the composition of the chyme, 
the chyle, and the blood, the less amount there will be to 
deposit, the less degree of ossification, the less the 
rigidity, inactivity, and decrepitude, and the longer the 
life of nan." 

Dr. Evans says: 

"The cereals constit\ite the basis of modem man's food. 
They contain large quantities of mineral natter and, as 
a class, are the worst achipted as food for man, in regard 
to long life. Bread, man’s so-called 'staff of life' is, 
to a great extent, the cause of his premature death (p. 290). 

Evans gives over twenty pages of tables of the analysis of foods, which 
show that fruits and nuts have the least proportion of earthy natter, as com¬ 
pared with their nourishing properties, of any of the foods now used by nan. 
Next in order are animal foods, then come vegetables, and last are the pulses 
and cereals, vdiich are shown to have the largest amount of earthy matter. 
Evans then observes, 

"From the foregoing aralysis we see that fruits, as 
distinct frtan vegetables, have the least amount of earthy 
natter. Most of them contain a large amount of water, but 
that water in itself is the purest kind—a distilled water 
of Nature." 

After quoting many authors on the subject. Dr. Evans says; 

"We lave traced to the blood these earthy cc«i?»unds that 
are fowvd in the system and vhich increase as age advances. 
By the proce^ of transpiraticxi, they are gradially deposited 
by the blood. ' Fran the blood we trace them to the chyle, 
from the chyle to the chyme, from the chyme to the contents 
of the'stJonsBsh,- and thence to the articles of diet. Thus we 
eat to live, and we eat to die."(— Bow to Prolong Life, p. 28). 

Evans filled nany pa^s to show that food hardens and clogs the tissues and 
blood vessels, causing decrepitude and death. That is excellent evidence to 
prove that eating is not natural. If we grow decrepit and die because of sane- 
thing we do, then we should not do that thing. 

In the light of late nutritional discoveries, it appears more correct to 
say—As we eat to live, we actually eat to die. 
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FBESH FRUIT 

So long as iran must eat, the best food is fresh fruits, beiries and melons. 
These contain fluid of the best and purest kind, distilled by natural processes. 

Seme of these fruit juices are a wonderful solvent, opening 1he way into 
capillaries already clogged and hardened, provided the process has not gone 
too far. 

One author says tJa.t with a course of fresh grape juice, people with 
sunken eyes, wrinkled skin, and poor ccinple5d.Qn have made surprising improve¬ 
ment in recovering a younger appearance. 

CARNIVORISM IS BAD 

"In nature a curious yet simple phenomenon is often 
observed—a rise and fall. If perpetual, it alternates and 
becomes a fall and rise. Man has degenerated. This de¬ 
generation is due solely to his diet. He has fallen; but 
we hope that he has risen to the hipest point in the art 
of shortening his days, and that in the present generation 
he will cannence gradually to fall back on his original 
and oicdained diet. Since the creation, the c!b.ys of nan's 
existence have been little by little decreasing—it has 
been a gradual fall; but both science and religion tell us 
that he must rise again, that his life on earth must be 
prolonged•" — Dr. Qarles W. De lacy Evans in Heu to 
Prolong Life^ 1879. 

Evans nade that statement seventy-two ymrs ago. Ware he alive tociiy, he 
would see -^at roan has not yet ccaimenced to fall back on his original and 
ortfeined diet—fuits and nuts. He is also in error viien he says that man's 
degeneration is due solely to diet. 

For more than half a century we have read book after book on food and 
feeding and have closely followed the e^lanations and arguments. We found 
that those i^o favored Vegetarianism emitted all the bad features, and the 
course vas pursued by those who favored Camivorism. 

Books favoring Vegetarianism are oonposed by prejudiced authors ^ho say 
nothing of the (fenaging qualities of vegetables and cereals. Ih(»e favoring 
Camivorism are caiposed by authors vho carefully omit the danBging properties 
of flesh. 

Such axithors do much damage by giving their readers half truths. A half 
truth can be more (fengerous than a lie, as it is more misleading. We will be 
soundly criticized by all hands for giving the facts as we find them. 

One author writes: 

"The food of the natives of New Zealand and nany South Sea 
Islands consists of fish, flesh, fowls, eggs, fruits, berries, 
leaves and sea-weeds, all of whi<h contain a cemparatively 
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snail amount of earthy matter. They are healthy and energetic 
beyond the age of 100 years and are said to be equal to the 
finest young men in Europe after Idiey have reached 100 years 
ofagp." (p. 268). 

Vfe do not questiai these statements. But it is iirportant to note that the 
instances of longevity maiticned occurred in the cases of those vho lived in 
regions renote fron the centers of civilization and are free of the degrading 
influences and polluted air of such centers. We shall observe in due course 
some of the unnoticed dangers of polluted air that are striking people down in 
civilization at an alarming rate. 

These Sou^ Sea Islanders live a more nat^Iral life, brealdie better air, and 
subsist on a diet Ihat damages the body less than the conventional diet of 
civilization. If these natives, in their favorable environment, ate only fruits 
and berries, it would no do\±it double and perhaps triple Idieir present life-span. 

BUTTERy MILK AND CHEESE lESS HARMFUL 

The early Greek historian Herodotus told of a people of Ethiopia vho, 
because of their unusual longevity, were called Macrobians. Their diet con¬ 
sisted entirely of roasted flesh and milk, both of which contain only a strall 
amount of eartdiy matter. They were remarkable for their ’’beauty and the large 

.propcartion of their body, in each of vfliich they surpassed other men,” he wrote. 
They lived to be 120 and scrae to be much older (Densmore, p. 268), 

Fisherman and those living near the sea viio subsist chiefly on fish have 
gcxDd health and live to considerable ages. 

Fcwls tdiat subsist chiefly on fi^ and flesh, as the pelican, vulture, 
havk, eagle, owl, have much longer life-spans than dcmesticated fowls, as 
chickens, turkeys, and pigeons fed large qualities of grain. 

According to Captain Riley, scane tribes of Arabs of the desert, subsisting 
entirely on the milk of 1heir camels, have no sickness nor disorders; and attain 
to great age, with renarkable vigor and vitality. He wrote: 

”I am fully of the opinion that a great nany Arabs an this 
vast desert live to an age of 200 years and more. Their lives 
are regular from birtdi to death; their clinate dry and unchangeable; 
they are not subject to hard labor, yet have sufficient exercise 
for the purposes of heallh.” 

Camel's milk ccaitains little earthy matter and does little damage to the 
body; the peojxLe are not sxdDject to the hard rranual labor of the toilers of 
civilization; the clinate of their regicn is not changeable; their lives are 
regular; and, more important, the Breath of Life they inhale is not polluted 
wi1di the poisons of civilization. 

John Smith cites the case of Ephraim Pratt, of Shutesbxjry, vko died in 1804 
at the age of 116. For forty years he lived very much on milk, and yet he could 
”niDW a good swath” almost up to the day of his death (p. 275). 

Smith mentions the case of ’’Paul the hermit” who lived to be 115. He spent 
nearly a century in the desert and lived largely on dates and water. Also the 
case of a shepherd at Gcmpus, Hungary, vho lived to be 126. He ’’subsisted 
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entirely an milk, butter and cheese, and was never ill," (p, 277) But in those 
days "pasteurized" milk was unknown. 

While the articles of diet such as milk, butter and cheese are less lerm- 
ful than many other things men eat, they are not suitable for the body. 
Science finds that one cause of hardened blood vessels and tissues is the 
cholesterin contained in milk, eggs, butter and cheese. 

One scientist says: 

"Hardening of the arteries, which has been experimentally 
produced by other agents such as a hi^ protein diet of whole 
wheat, is undoubtedly due chiefly to the deposit of cholesterin 
along their interior walls. 

"Also, it is an interesting fact that just as the excess 
of cholesterin in the senile or^nism caioses the characteristic 
symptoms of arterio-sclerosis, so it causes the increased 
incidence of cancers, tumors and carcinoras at this stage of 
life. 

^Tvery other animal except nan is weaned in infancy, but 
man continues drinking milk or using it in foods all his life. 
Very few animals eat eggs, and then only during the three or 
four weeks egg-laying season, but iran eats them all year round 
all his life. 

"Cholesterin is an animal fat found in meats, fish, fcwl, 
eggs, lard, butter, milk, cream and cheese. Hence the first 
offensive in the attack on all disorders of old age mst be a 
diet that excludes the animal products just mentioned." 

Ihe paradox that man eats to live and eats to die e:q>lains itself as we 
proceed. A child can understand that if a man live 200 years on a diet of 
camel’s milk, or dates and water, and only 50 on a diet of flesh, cereals and 
vegetables, the difference in the life-span depends chiefly on the difference 
in the diet and the other factors enumerated, such as clinate, air, labor. 

We should not make the mistake of giving diet all the credit, as most 
writers do. Under the same circumstances, it is possible for nan to live 200 
years along with Idiese Arabs, eating the foods of civilization, provided he 
keep down to a minimum the amount consumed so the body is able to handle it. 

In due course we shall cite cases of men who have lived up to 256 years, 
and their great ages did not depend entirely on the food they ate. 
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BEASOm FOR INCREASED VITALITY 

New for some facts concealed by the authors who favor Camivcfrian and 
believe that a diet of fish, flesh and milk is responsible for the remarfcable 
iCTigevity of Idiose vdx> subsist on these substances. 

Animal food possesses a greater proportion of stirulating power to its 
quantity of mtriment matter than vegetables and cereals. For that reason it 
accelerates all the functions of the system, rendering vital changes quicker 
and less conplete, and the general result of the vital eoonccoy less perfect. 

Moore demenstrated at the Har\ard Laboratories of Physiology that a diet of 
flesh produces acceleration of heart action that is surprising in its magnitude 
and diration. 

After a meal of meat, the increase in heart rate regularly amounts to 25 
to 50 per cent rise above the fasting level and persists, in experimentcil sub¬ 
jects, for 15 to 20 hours, to reach a total of many thousands of extra heart 
beats. 

As the heart beats in harmorry with the blood flow, this shows how much 
faster a stimdating flesh diet nakes the blood move and the body organs work, 
as their work keeps pace with the blood stream. 

The findings of Moore were ccxifirmed by Dr. Arthur Hunter, actiary of the 
New York life Insurance Conpany. His investigation showed that flesh eating 
quickens body function, heart action, and raises blood pressure. 

It requires the presence of interral poisons to cause the body functions 
to quicken in this manner. 

The stimilating effect that appears to result frem flesh rises frem the 
rapid decay of the flesh. The flesh decaying in the digestive tract forms some 
of the most deadly poisons known to chemists. The boefy intelligence senses the 
cbnger and knows the poisons must be eliminated quickly to minimize the danag^ 
to the tissues and or^ns. So the speed of all functions is increased to cast 
out the dangeroue enemy as soon as possible. 

We new meet another paradox. The quickened fiancticns make the nan feel 
stronger, and he gives credit for it to the flesh he ate. He is ri^t, but how 
ignorant he is of the price he pays for the temporary increase of vitality. 

There is no law of organic life, extending over the vhole animal and 
vegetal kingdom, more general and more certain than this: The slower the growth 
of organic bodies, consistently with the healthy and vigorous condition and 
action of the vital powers, the more ccnplete are the vital processes, and the 
more perfect and symnetrical is the general development. 

In the vital econeny of the human body, all the changes concerned in the 
develcpment and maintenance of the system are the most healtiifully slow and 
complete v^en the food consists of fruits. 

It follows from every known physiolcjgioal principle in the human consti¬ 
tution that—all other things being eqioal—a diet of fruit is most conducive to 
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the conpleteness of bodily developanent and perfectness of synmstry and beauty. 

Fi:£SB FOODS PUTREFI 

Ihe rapid transfonnation of the tissues in the Carnivora is a condition of 
their existence. It is caily as the result of the change of natter in the bo(ty 
lliat its vital ctr^ns are ■Qie better protected frcm the damage resulting frcan 
the poisons generated decaying flesh in the bowels and blood. 

Ancftheo? fact is worthy of observation in connection with our subject. So 
far as chemical tests are concerned, the chyle of all aninals is the same, from 
v^iatever kind of food it nay be formed. But as to its physiological qualities 
and its relations to the vital econoiy, its character varies with the foods 
consumed. 

Physiologists unite in stating that chyle formed from flesh food will 
putrefy in three or four days at the longest, \-*ule chyle farmed from vegetable 
food, because of its greater purity, nay be kept for many cfe.ys without beconing 
putrid. 

They find lhat human blood formed of flesh food will putrefy, when taken 
from the living blood-vessel, in a much Sorter time than that formed of 
vegelal aliment; and that, oilier things being equal, there is always a greater 
febrile and putrescent tendency in the living bo(^ of those idio subsist largely 
on flesh llan in those vho subsist liiolly on vegetables. 

If two healthy, robust, men of Hie same age, the one subsisting mostly on 
flesh and the other exclusively on vegetables and water, he suddenly shot and 
killed in warm weatlier, and botb bodies be laid out in the usual manner, and 
left to the action of the elements, the body of the vegetarian will renain two 
cr three times as long as the body of the flesh-eater wiHiout becoming 
intolerably offensive frcm the of putrefaction. This fact was fully 
confirmed by Jfejendie. 

It iray here be noticed that the excretions from the lungs, skin, kidneys 
and alimentary canal of the Herbivors are far less offensive than those of the 
Carnivora, We know frcm this that the breath, perspiraticn, body odor, etc. 
of the vegetarian are not so unpleasant as those of him vfio eats flesh food. 

From the foregoing facts it may be concluded that the more iB.pidly the 
changes in the chyle of the Carnivora, the more rapid is the state of ossifi¬ 
cation, hardening, stiffening of the body. All processes of bodily decay are 
accelerated and the approach of Old Age is hastened. 

Hence, a diet of flesh is less favorable to health and longevity Idan one 
of fruitrs and nuts, ^^lich form chyle and blood less subject to chemical decom¬ 
position, and require less rapid changes. 

Hufeland said, 

"The more slowly man grows, Hie later he attains naturity; and the 
longer all his powers are in expanding, the longer will be the 
duration of his life. It is ratural law liiat Hie life of a 
creature is lengthened in proportion to the time required for 
growth and development." 
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MODE OF LIVING BUILDS CRAVINGS, ACHES AND PAINS 

• i, 
Most of the stimulating effect of flesh food rises frcm its rapid decay in 

the stomach, bcwsls, and blood. The body strives to larotect itself by an 
increase of its functions in order to eliminate the poisonous and quickly as 
possible. As this is continued year after year, the victim is hurr^d to the 
grave. ' .-.v -- 

Haig said: 

"Seventy-five percent of Idie most terrible disorders 
foom vAiich men suffer rise fran poisonings of unnatural food. 
In a way that there is no misunderstanding. Nature says tJat 
man is a firugivorian and not a camivcrian." 

Another authority states that flesh as food is more cfangerous for nan than 
nicotine, because nicotine is a single poison while flesh contains eight 
dangerous poisons. He adds: 

"According to the universal statistics on mortality nade 
by Westwards, in England, where flesh is the people's 
article of food, only one in every 100,000 lives to the aige 
of 107. Of 100,000 new-born children, 30,000 die in their 
first year and 11,000 in their second. 

"This extraordinary high rate of infant mortality has only 
one cause: The oonjjlete intoxication of the mother’s cr^nism 
by the p<^sons in the fle^ food and by her inferdor liquids 
vhich poison the child vhile still in entoryi."—Cosmotherapy, 
p. 284. 

The flesh-eating man is in a constant state of mild irritation, intoxioation, 
rising from the excessive stimulation caused by tlie poisons <£ tlje Oecaying 
flesh food in his stomach, bowels and blood. 

This nan has been a flesh-eater from childhood, and the condition is deep- 
seated and chronic. His body and organs are adjusted to it. As his nerves and 
brain begin to be comparatively free of the intoxicating effects, of course he 
does not feel ri^t. The brain and nerves begin to call for their regular 
stimulant; they are used to it, aefapted to it, and crave it. If the flesh and 
coffee and toast cone not at the accustoned time, they porotest. 

Alcoholic intoxication is that state in vhich the poison dulls the brart md 
reives. Polluted air produces the same deadly effect. So does any poison if it 
is powerful enou^, or enou^ of it is taken. 

The flesh-eater, coffee and coke drinker, the smoker—they are all in a state 
of chronic autointoxication. When deprived of their indulgences, the effects 
hpgin to wear off, and the nerves wake up. Then trouble starts. 

If the condition of autointaxication is mild, the symptoms are mild. If 
advanced, the symptems are stronger and give the victim more trouble. 
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Ihe sensations of hunger, uneasiness, nervousness, weakness are the 
symptoms of the pretesting nerves as they begin to revive from their chronically 
poisoned state. 

The trouble fri^tens -Oie victim, and he sees his doctea?, vho administers 
another poison to dull and weaken the protesting nerves. That stops the synp- 
tcans and "cures'* the patient. 

When the body becomes adjusted to this chronic condition, it cries out for 
the stimulating poisons which keep it in that state. It craves them; it must 
have them. The nerves protest when the stimulating poisons are not forthcoming. 
Ihen a substitute is given in the shape of a drug and serum poisons. 

We build the wcsrld in vhich we live. To change our world, we must change 
ourselves. CXir mode of living builds our cravings, aches and pains. We should 
knew our bad habits and conquer them. Vfe should know vhat to eat and drink, how 
to live in harmony with cosmic law—and live accordingly. There is no sub¬ 
stitute . 

48 MILLION HAVE TRICHINOSIS 

We have heard of trichinosis. Trichinella Spiralis is a parasite that 
imbeds itself in the muscular tissues of animals in the form of encysted worms. 
They infest dogs, cats, rats, hogs and other animals, live on garbage and decay¬ 
ing animal and vegetal matter. The wortr© get into the bodies of people who eat 
pork not cooked sufficiently to kill them. 

A recent article in the Therapeutic Digest stated that, throu^ a special 
technique that shews up trichinosis, post-mortems have shown that in Cleveland 
35% of the inhabitants had trichinosis when they died; 24% in Washington; 31% 
in Minneapolis and Rochester; 43% in San Francisco; 49% in Boston; and that 
48 million people in the nation have trichinosis. 

If you must eat flesh and do not want worms wjorking in ycxir bo<ty, have your 
flesh well cooked to kill the worms. It is better to have the worms dead in 
your body than alive. 

We do not recoranend flesh eating, but as one moves back to a diet of fresh 
fruit, one ray use pasteurized milk, cheese and butter, without salt, until 
these ray be discarded entirely. Ihese substances are products of the vital 
processes and do the body less cferage than vegetables and cereals. No salt 
should ever be used on anything. 

Henry S, Graves, U.S, Forest Service, wrote: 

"To pjrimitive man the forest fumi^ed both food and shelter, 
b^ter, when he became a meat-eater, he left the forest for the 
treeless plains, where he found in abundance the animals upon 
which he preyed." (Mentor, June, 1918). 

One wTriter says: 

"During the Moon Period, nannwas fed upon the milk of Nature. 
Cosmic food was absorbed by him, and the use of the milk of anirals 
has a tendency to put him in contact with the cosiic forces," 
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Ihe real Milk of Nature is that contained in fresh fruits, berries, and 
coconuts. J^n should change to this diet as soon as practicable, and then irove 
on to Breatharianism by gradually reducing the aiWDunt of food and liquid 
ingested, and getting into the good aiir of the hills and forests. 

TABLE SALT 

Canmon table salt is a canpound of sodium and chloride, a mineral in in¬ 
organic form that cannot be used by the aninal body. It enters the body as salt 
and leaves it as salt* 

Salt is a deadly irritant to all the tissues of the body. Put some salt 
in your eye and feel the distressing effect. 

Salt in food irritates the membrane of the stomach, and for protection, 
mucus is excreted by the cells. The salt passes to the bovfels, the membrane of 
which pours out rnsre. mucus for protection; in time a catarrhal condition results. 

Any substance that irritates the body cells causes the mucous membrane to 

excrete mucus for protection and creates a catarrhal condition in time, no 
natter v^ether it be salt, polluted air, vinegar, spices or any other irritating 
s\i>stance. 

Salt irritates the cells, and they call fca? water to allay the irritation. 
This creates abnomal thirst and results in a water-logged body. 

As the salt irritates tiie cells year after year, the cells and tissues 
harden, the blood vessels harden, the blood pressure rises, with its train of 
troubles. 

Sane of the salt is filtered frcm the blood by the kidneys; and in time 
the irritation of the salt creates a condition in the kidneys termed Britt’s 
disease. 

Haig proved that salt inpedes the elimination of uric acid, which thus 
paves the way for gout, sciatica, rheumatism, lumbago—all symptoms arising from 

the use of salt and treated as "diseases.’’ 

As you get older, the flavor of food changes because the use of salt, 

spices and condiments has dulled the delicate taste buds of the tongue and 
weakened your sense of taste. Salt eaters say unsalted food tastes ’’flat,’’ It 
depends on vhat one is used to. 

No carnivorous animal in its native state uses salt, except as an acquired 
habit. Animals form bad habits as man does. 

UPIIJIONS Oi SALT EATING 

The North American Indians used no salt when discovered by the Europeans. 
Chinese in the interior of 1heir country use no salt. Most of the human race 
that subsists chiefly an vegetable food uses no salt. 

Dr. J. E. Cummins wrote: 

’’I knew of a case of a little girl who had a craving for 
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salt. She would taJce a teaspocnfiil of it at a tijre when not 
watched. She was a pinched-faced little thing and had 
hardening of the arteries, was wrinkled and appeared old at 
•tJje age of four years.” 

Conmenting on how salt d^ydrates animal flesh. Professor Liebig said: 

’Tresh flesh, over which salt is strewn, is found swimming 
in brine after 24 hours, yet not a drop of water has been 
added. The water has been yielded by the flesh itself,” 

Dr. Bouchon observed: 

"Salt is one of the worst of social poisons. Because of 
its use, surgeons are constantly operating for appendicitis, 
gastric ulcers, and liver and kidney calculus. It atrophies, 
dries up or hardens the tissues, and causes persons with 
tendencies to arthritism to beccne stout and those of 
lymphatic temperaments to become thin.”—Nouville Review. 

Dr. Hal Bieler stated: 

"Haig ^owed that in animals, such as dogs, and in^ 
fowls, such as chickens, wfiere a good deal of nitrogen is 
eliminated as uiric acid as the result of feeding salt, 
even in very small quantities, the creatures soon die. 
Autopsy showed the liver and kidneys studded with uric 
acid concretions. 

"Our forefathers used a salt solution as an embalming 
fluid. The ancient Egyptians used oils, spices and salt 
in their munmy wrappings. Today we mummify tha living 
with salad dressings made of mineral oils, spices and ^It. 
You see these mummies walking the streets. The dry skin, 
shrunken bodies and faded hair bespeak the hardened 
livers and sclerotic kidneys. It is hardly necessary to 
enibalin svch bodies after they are dead, for they are 
already pickled to the gills. 

"The action of salt on hogs, rabbits, etc., is to 
paralyze the muscles of 1die hind quarters and the animal 
sinks to the ground, later the mitjcles of the lungs are 
and the victim dies of asphyxia. If this is the result of 
the consumption of salt by animals, it is reasonable to 
support that salt has a similar affect on man. 

—Philosophy of Health. 

Dp. a. Birchard said: 

"Man is the only aninal that deliberately ccnimits suicide by self poison¬ 
ing. He is the caily animal that spoils his food before he eats it. The 
average individual suffers constantly from chronic poiscsiing of some kind, due 
to the food he eats, either in wrc«ig combination or in excessive amounts, or 
by adding to it injurious siibstances to stimulate a jaded appetite. 

"Instead of fasting until he has no appetite for the best of foods, he 
tries to create an appetite by the use of irritating and injurious condiments. 
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or he doses himself with various sorts of poisons. 

"He usually begins the day with a poison dose, in the fom of coffee, to 
wake him up, ^ nay be a drink of vAiisky or bitters to produce an appetite. 
Probably he finds an afternoon cup of tea necessary to relieve after-dinner 
stupor. At ni^t he needs a narcotic to put him to sleep; and in the morning, 
a cathartic to move his bowels, 

"With all his other poisoning, he spoils his food by putting into it toxic 
substances which, by means of acrid, biting and burning flavors, belong to the 
poison class and are unfit to eat. These poisonous substances, used only for 
their flavoring prorerties euid having no food value, are known as condiments. 

—Philosophy ^ Health. 

Another eminent author states; 

"Wild boars and other maimals exceed the age of 200 years because they 
instinctively follow a natural diet. It is only nan vtio eats everything indis¬ 
criminately. He arranges his meals by the deck (due to the artificial life he 

lives; and thus his hunger is only a fom of habit and not a fom of natural 
hunger."—Cosmotherapy, p. 280. 

The fact that nan lives as long as he does in his artificial state, called 
civilization, is an indication of his hardiness and tou^iness. 

Beirrel-Qiested Indians 

Science Digest of January-1957 carried a brief story of "Big Chested 
Indians (vho) Live in Hi^ Andes" in Peru, South America. 

They are snail; the average male is about five feet tall and weighs only 
114 pounds. They live at altitudes ijp to 11,000 feet in the mountains, and 
their chief articles of food are said to be potatoes and corn. 

The people have tremendous chests, which permit them to inhale sufficient 
air for heavy work. They custenarily trot along difficult mountain trails 
carrying heavy burdens. For sport, they stage races in which they run with 150- 
pound sacks of potatoes on their backs. 

The account states that they are "being studied by scientists from the U.S. 

and Pferu." 

Nothing will cene out of this stu<^ that will in any way have an adverse 
effect on the orthodox mode of living in this civilization. 

The report of these scientists will not say that long life and good health 
are the natural ptroducts of living on a simple diet in a warn region where fcxDSt 
cind freeze are unknown—the natural home of man. 

The pitess of Oct. 22, 1956, stated that William Bisset, of Port Elizabeth, 
South Africa, was 160 years old, and the doctors vho examined him found him in 
good health and with an excellent memory. 

The press of 1956 contained numerous accounts of the man frem (jolumbia. 
South America, named Javier Pereira, vho is 167 years old. He was brou^t to the 
United States to be studied by scientists in an effort to learn the secret of his 

long life. 
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We do not search in the stone for the reason why it falls to the earth when 

cast into the air. The secret of Pereira's long life lays in the environment 

where he lived> in the climate, and in his habits. 

The press of November 13, 1956, stated that Virs* Maria Garzon Cuida de’ 

Casteneda, who also lived in Colombia, South America, was 178 years old and in 

good health. She was bom December 30, 1778, two years after the signing of the 

Declaration of Independence of the United States. 

While these natives of the tropics are living well over the century mark, the 

health officers of this country are dying in their forties and fifties. 
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1957 The vitality of the organism depends not on food and drink, for experience teaches ath¬ 
letes to go into action vsdth empty stomachs. The author gives as his concepts that the growth of 
the body does not result from food consumption, but from the division and subdivision of the 
parent cell. What food does not and cannot produce, it cannot and does not sustain. The author 
was a fruitarian and climbed coconut trees at an advanced age. 
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